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Palestine & the U.S.
by David Booth

F OR QUITE A NUMBER OF YEARS, I'VE BEEN INTERESTED
in essays, both of the United States and Great Britain, especially for
the latter, the notes of the Palestine Mandate. Over the past few years,
I have obtained some interesting and curious notes that I believe oth-

ers would also find interesting.
The first essay that I would like to share is a five Palestine pound essay of

the Palestine Currency Board. This essay requires some historical background
in order to understand its significance. The British fought long and hard in the
Middle East during World War I and on December 8, 1917, General Allenby
captured Jerusalem from the Turkish army. The following October Turkey
surrendered leaving the British in control of Palestine. The Mandate for the
control of Palestine was given to Britain in April of 1922 and was accepted by
Turkey in 1924. Ratification by the League of Nations had occurred on July 24,
1922, and thus control of Palestine was taken over by Great Britain. Details of
this history and the history of Palestine during the Mandate can be found in
Tom Segev (2000) and Howard Berlin (2001).

The definitive work on the coins and currency of the Palestine Mandate
was written by Howard M. Berlin (2001). In his book, Dr. Berlin gives a brief
history of the Mandate and then describes the make up and function of the
Palestine Currency Board; the body responsible for all coins and currency
issued in Palestine during the time of the Mandate. Dr. Berlin lists and gives
color illustrations of all coins and notes issued by the Palestine Currency Board
during the lifetime of the Mandate. I would now like to turn to a particular
note, the five Palestine pounds note of the Palestine Currency Board.
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Figure PA1 6 Figure PA16 shows the face of a five Palestine pounds note of the 20th
April, 1939 issue. The first thing we observe about the note is its heavy wear
which is quite common for all of these notes. If a collector wants a complete set
of Gem UNC notes, Palestine Currency Board issues are not the place to go.

The second thing to notice is the vignette, which for all issued notes of all
dates, is the Tower of Ramlah. This vignette appears not only on all issued five
pound notes but on all 10-, 50- and 100-pound notes as well. In fact, as Dr.
Berlin (2001) points out, the only vignettes on any issued notes were Rachel's
Tomb (500-mil notes), The Dome of the Rock (one pound notes), and The
Tower of Ramlah as was mentioned above.

The Citadel and the Tower of David appear on the back of all issued
notes. An interesting observation is that all of vignettes are either Jewish and/or
Islamic holy places. No Christian holy places appear on the issued notes. One
other observation that is of importance to our story is the dates on the issued
notes. They are as follows [table taken from Berlin (2001), p. 83]:

Denomination
500 mil

One Palestine Pound

Five Palestine Pound

Ten Palestine Pounds

Fifty Palestine Pounds

One Hundred Palestine Pound

Issue Date
September 1, 1927
September 30, 1929
April 20, 1939
August 15, 1945
September 1, 1927
September 3, 1929
April 20, 1939
January 1, 1944
September 1, 1927
September 30, 1929
April 20, 1939
January 1, 1994
September 1, 1927
September 30, 1929
April 20, 1939
January 1, 1944
September 1, 1927
September 30, 1929
April 20, 1939
September 1, 1927
September 30, 1929
September 10, 1942
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Figure PA1 1 We now turn our attention to the five Palestine pounds essay.

The face of the essay is shown in Figure PAIL. The first thing we observe
is the date of issue, 15th July, 1940. We note from the above table no issued
notes bear this date. We notice from the right margin that this note was
approved for issue by the Board and that it contains the signatures of the Board
members as of that date. Perhaps the most interesting feature of the face is the
vignette. The vignette is Jerusalem's Church of the Holy Sepulcher. Thus this
would have been the first Palestine Currency Board issue to have had a uniquely
Christian vignette.

Figure PAl2 '^"5\
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This note was never issued and we can only speculate as to why. By 1940,
World War II was in progress and one might think that a new design was not
needed. However, we note that the old designs were issued with new signature
combinations and issue dates during the war.

Finally we note the back of the essay, Figure PAl2. The notation is that
the date and signature combination was no longer applicable. The date of this
notation is June 24, 1947. The Mandate was ending, the British were in the
process of leaving and in fact in February 06, 1947, the British had decided to
return the Palestine Mandate to the United Nations. Thus new designs for
Palestine Currency Board notes were no longer of interest. Thus this very
interesting design faded away. This note was obtained from Ian A. Marshall of
Toronto.
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We now turn to a pair of United States essays. The first essay is Figure
Hess2. I obtained this essay in the R. M. Smythe auction of June 13-14, 2003,
at the Memphis International Paper Money show of that year. This essay was
lot 2464. The essay was described on P.188 of the catalogue as follows:

2464 Hessler NE 30. Sepia wash drawing of a back design, prob-
ably for the third charter $50, by Walter Shirlaw. This is the plate
piece illustrated at the bottom of FIessler pp.173 (NBE 36, p179,
Hessler 2nd edition). ...On brownish paper glued to heavy board.
Unique...

I went to Memphis that year wanting very much to acquire this essay. The

Figure Hess2

reason was that the year before at Memphis, I had acquired another example of Figure HJ1

this essay (face, Figure HJ1) from my friend, Harry Jones of Cleveland. Thus, I
knew two things. First, the essay was not unique. Second, and much more inter-
esting was what was on the back on the Fig. Ili 2 essay. If we look at the back,
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Figure HJ2, we find the handwritten notation, "Hand Colored Essay // 1 )

Ed. Series".
If we look at Hessler's standard reference (G. Hessler, 2004, pp. 179-

181), it appears that this design was meant for the $50 note. However, Hessler
shows two things. First, my essays are attributed to designer Walter Shirlaw on
P.179. The related vignettes on pp. 180 and 181, clearly for a $50 note, show
the male figure reversed from the plate on p. 179. Second, Hessler notes that
the p. 180-181 notes were engraved by BEP picture engraver G.F.C. Smillie.
Designers and engravers perform different roles, though the same person may
do both.

So, what about my essays? National Bank Notes, Silver Certificates or
even something else? We will probably never know for sure. Hessler's reason-
ing is certainly plausible. The notation on the back of Fig. H.12 could be some-
one's error. Unless we know who wrote the words and when they were written
on the back of the second example, the remark is problematical at best, as is the
comment "hand colored essay."

In my opinion, all of these essays show the romance of collecting this
material. These essays give us a view of what might have been and provide us
the opportunity to learn many new things. What more could we ask?
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